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Get your recommended daily allowance of facts and fun with Food Anatomy, the third book in
Julia Rothman’s best-selling Anatomy series. She starts with an illustrated history of food and
ends with a global tour of street eats. Along the way, Rothman serves up a hilarious primer on
short order egg lingo and a mouthwatering menu of how people around the planet serve fried
potatoes — and what we dip them in. Award-winning food journalist Rachel Wharton lends her
editorial expertise to this light-hearted exploration of everything food that bursts with little-known
facts and delightful drawings. Everyday diners and seasoned foodies alike are sure to eat it up. 

"Feast for the eyes... a culinary who's who that visually deciphers everything from exotic fruits to
short-order lingo. " -Family CircleFrom the Inside FlapA Palette for Your PalateDelve into the
culinary world with Julia Rothman's delightful visual tour of cookery and international cuisine.
Histories and curiosities of food around the world are illustrated and explained with Rothman's
uniquely charming style. What does an asparagus fork look like? What country puts banana
sauce on their French fries? What's the difference between a fish fillet and fish steak? Indulge
yourself with a recommended daily allowance of facts and fun.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJulia Rothman is an illustrator, pattern designer, and
author. Her illustrated column, Scratch, is featured biweekly in the Sunday New York Times.
Clients include Target, the Washington Post, MTA Arts & Design, and more. Rothman has
authored, coauthored, and illustrated twelve books, including Ocean Anatomy, Nature Anatomy,
Farm Anatomy, Food Anatomy, and Nature Anatomy Notebook. She lives and works in Brooklyn,
New York. Rachel Wharton is a James Beard Foundation award-winning journalist based in
Brooklyn, New York, and is the co-author of several books on food, including Food Anatomy. She
holds an MA in food studies from New York University and has 20 years of experience as a
writer, reporter, and editor for print, TV, and radio. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Back CoverA Palette for Your PalateDelve into the culinary world with Julia
Rothman's delightful visual tour of cookery and international cuisine. Histories and curiosities of
food around the world are illustrated and explained with Rothman's uniquely charming style.
What does an asparagus fork look like? What country puts banana sauce on their French fries?
What's the difference between a fish fillet and fish steak? Indulge yourself with a recommended
daily allowance of facts and fun. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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The mission of Storey Publishing is to serve our customers bypublishing practical information
that encouragespersonal independence in harmony with the environment.Text and illustrations
© 2016 by Julia RothmanAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced without
written permissionfrom the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages or
reproduceillustrations in a review with appropriate credits; nor may any part ofthis bookbe
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ninny8, “Beautiful. Daughter (12) borrowed one from this collection from the library and fell in
love so we ordered all 4. (Nature & Ocean being her favorites). Simple but beautiful illustrations.
Note, there are some areas written in cursive and might frustrate any youngins who never
learned it. Mine has but the font is a little sloppy on some letters here & there but she was sble to
figure them out or ask for clarification of she couldn't. Even recommended this collection to a
couple friends.”

Laura, “Like an Usborne book for adults!. This book was delightful to look through and read! It
was like some of my children's favorite type book with illustrations and short explanations about
all things food-related. There are sections with information on types of food, dishes, history of
cooking, and even recipes! Reminds me of Usborne or DK books the children enjoy a lot. My
teens enjoyed it too! We have all learned something and chosen some new things to try as well!”

Mark Fisher, “LOVE IT!. We love this book! We bought it to add to our homeschool bookshelf. My
kids love thumbing through it and learning different things about the food they eat. The
illustrations are beautiful. I hope Julia comes out with more soon!”

Ebook Library Reader, “These books really spark children’s interest and the illustrations are
gorgeous. We have the whole collection of these books, they are great we use them with our
homeschool Science curriculum, the illustrations are amazingly beautiful, they are our go to for
birthday presents for Children in our family and friends circle.”

Anna Claire Lambers, “I love the illustrations in this book. I love the illustrations in this book. Just
a note: my students have a hard time reading this book because it's written in cursive. They learn
cursive too, but it's not the easiest to read. Personally, I think the cursive adds to the charm.”

JQ, “Unique, Interesting Read that Beats any Cookbook. This was a gift for my girlfriend and she
loves the book. Unique illustrations and very educational on topics we tend to overlook. Great
book for the coffee table or kitchen. Beats any cookbook as a gift. High quality paper and
binding.”

Cedes, “A must have. These are great books! Well worth the price! I purchased these as a
Christmas gift for my 8 yr old and she loved them. Also I’ve learned a lot too. I believe these are a
great addition to any book collection at any age.”

miss zr billingsley, “A must read. A very interesting book, full of facts, descriptions, pictures,
examples, cultures, maps and guidance all about fooodddd and food related subjects. Highly
recommend”



SD, “Five Stars. Lovely book.”

Eduardo Estrada, “Vale mucho la pena. Es un libro pensado para todo tipo de público. El tema y
la presentación de la información son súper originales, las ilustraciones muy lindas también.
Está padrísimo hojearlo, te entretiene y se aprende mucho. Se lo regalé a una ingeniera química
y una chef, les encantó.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful, informative books.. Great books. Beautiful to look at and super
interesting. I bought them to homeschool my kids after taking them from our library. I wanted my
own copy.”

Karalyn, “Great for kids. This book has great and interesting information for children. The
concepts are portrayed in beautiful pictures.”

The book by Julia Rothman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 539 people have provided feedback.
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